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1. Background and justification of the project 
Preparing future engineers for real-life challenges. 
With new technological advances, the market for high-tech products incorporating advanced computer electronics 
is growing. Pushed by the downscaling of sensors and processors, a ubiquitous embedding of digital components 
has been observed. These advances allow for new and anticipated smart systems that can operate autonomously 
and interactively with their environment. In control engineering, this has caused a shift from classical control 
engineering, which mostly focused on stabilization, disturbance attenuation, and reference tracking of dynamical 
systems, to a new era of engineering systems where control, computation, and communication are tightly integrated 
into so-called cyber-physical systems [1]. Additionally, with the increasing embedding of autonomy in the daily lives 
of people, adaptability to new scenarios and the interaction with humans is becoming a new challenging element in 
control engineering. Consider as an example an autonomous car (Figure 1) in which the control structure includes 
aspects of control and planning but also sensing and perception. Moreover, the structure is built up in a networked-
based way and build by a multidisciplinary team of people.  



 
Figure 1: DARPA Grand Challenge  “Alice” Caltech’s entry in 2005 & 2007 and its networked control architecture Figure 1.23 in 
Feedback systems: An introduction for Scientists and Engineers By K.J. Astrom and R.M. Murray. 
 
 
TU/e promises to educate future-proof academic engineers [2]. To follow and anticipate the new technological 
advances in control engineering and the requirements this imposes on future engineers, we would like to pilot a 
small-scale challenge-based education project. As pointed out in [3], challenge-based education takes a prominent 
role in the educational vision of the university. By 2030, challenge-based education will be a core part of the student’s 
portfolio [3].  
 
 

Original project goals 
With this educational project initiated in 2019, we want to explore challenged-based learning for control. We wanted 
to enable students to learn about real-life challenging control problems present in semi-autonomous driving and to 
get hands-on experience. 
Therefore, the goal was to embed a challenge-based learning course as a pilot into the curriculum of students 
graduating at the control systems group that are doing their master’s in either the Electrical engineering, 
Automotive Technology or the Systems and Control masters program. For this group of students, working in a team 
on a complex control problem that interfaces with real societal issues will be a valuable addition to their 
curriculum.  
 
Goals 

- Give the staff of the control systems group the opportunity to gain experience in challenge-based learning 
and to investigate the following questions: 

o whether challenge-based education has a positive effect on the maturity of graduate students? 
o How to teach control systems as an interdisciplinary field?  
o How much time per student do we need? 
o How much time & money does it take to maintain complex enough lab setups that offer a real 

challenge? 
- Support the development of a long-term strategy for incorporating challenge-based education within the 

MSc education of the Control Systems group. 

Boundary conditions 
- A course and challenge that can serve for challenge-based learning for a long enough time to make it 

worth the investment 
- setups that are safe, affordable, and dummy proof so that students can learn how to solve open problems 

in engineering without injuries and without costing us a lot of money when they break something.  

 
The topic “semi-autonomous driving” for challenged-based education has been accompanied by a small-scale 
setup for semi-autonomous driving. This setup represents the increasing complexity in control design, the 
multidisciplinary aspects, and the human-in-the-loop and data-driven technologies. And though many steps have 



been made towards autonomous and semi-autonomous driving, a lot of open challenges remain. As such, the 
setup offered an ideal pilot for continued hands-on challenge-based learning. The small-scale setups have been 
chosen to be safe, affordable, and dummy proof so that students can learn how to solve open problems in 
engineering.   

 
Expected educational innovations: 

- student-driven learning by embedding challenge-based education in the MSc program 
- professional skills with respect to coding to prepare the graduate students for industry and graduation.  

 

2. CBL pilot: Control challenges in autonomous driving 
This section details the CBL pilot that we designed and executed in this innovation project.  
 
Pilot course 2020/2021 

We gave the challenge-based project as part 
of 2 courses that were running in parallel to 
10 students.  

- EE and AT MSc students taking the 5LMF0 
course 

- S&C MSc students taking the integration 
project 5SC26  

 

  
 
1 project 2 courses 10 students 

We did the project with 10 students divided into two groups. Each group was responsible for 1 
setup. The groups consisted of people working on the learning goals of two different courses, as 
mentioned before.  
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Course Organization – 5LMF0 Learning goals 

After completing the course, you will be able to

Be able to specify a control challenge including

• Writing a project proposal for a safety-critical control problem in autonomous driving that advances the available state-

of-the-art, that includes goals, quantitative objectives with deadlines, technical challenges, and solution approaches.

• Specifying an unambiguous set of objectives, requirements for a chosen set of scenarios. This includes robustness, 

safety, navigation specifications and performance objectives.

Be able to design a model-based control strategy by

Be able to implement and validate the control strategy by implementing software and doing validation experiments

Be able to assess the risks of your method and explain the limitations and/or generality of their solution methods

Be able to apply professional practices for code development such as use, maintain and contribute to a versioned code 

repository to achieve engineering goals and knowledge transfer.

Autonomous racing 13

Modelling: 1st principles, SID, parameter estimation, experiment design, constraints

Model validation: experiment design, simulation, assess accuracy, verify model properties

Model-based control design: choose your own performance specs, controller synthesis, optimization

Implementation of controller(s)

Performance analysis and evaluation: open and closed-loop analysis, robustness, quantified performance

Scientifically solid comparison between control designs

Demonstration and reporting of controlled set-up

Course Organization – 5SC26 Learning goals 
Focus on control

Autonomous racing

Course Organization – Basic Information
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Type of 
education:

Challenge-based project work in teams throughout the quartile. Regular 
discussions with coaches. Experimental work during instruction and lab-
sessions.  

Credits: 5ECTs

Group: Control Systems (CS)
Department of Electrical Engineering
Secretariat secretariaat.cs@tue.nl
Flux 5.132, tel:040 247 2300.

Main 
contacts:

Sofie Haesaert s.haesaert@tue.nl
Will Hendrix w.h.a.hendrix@tue.nl



The challenge  

In the first year of the project, the students 
received a car that couldn’t drive 
autonomously. Therefore, a lot of basic 
challenges were still possible. To give the 
student an idea of what was feasible, we 
suggested some basic challenges to them.  
 
 
 
Supervision 

We divided the supervision into several types: 
- Coaching: Academic and support staff 1 hour per week coaching per group 
- Technical support: Student TAs familiar with the setups 
- Domain experts: Academic staff available for specialized coaching meetings 
- Students: We allowed students to use each other as sources of information (including the other 

group). See also collaboration rules. Peer review for coding was also used.  

 

 
 
Collaboration policy 
We opened up the communication channels between the student groups by giving them an explicit collaboration 
policy. We allowed them to share code, insights, and algorithms with the one major condition that any code that 
was not written or developed by the group would be correctly accredited.  

 
 

Organization of the project 

Coaching
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Sofie Haesaert
s.Haesaert@tue.nl

Will Hendrix
w.h.a.Hendrix@tue.nl

Weekly meetings with Lecturers
tbd on campus or online

+ expertise where needed of 

- Omur Arslan (Perception)
- Tijs Donkers (Vehicle dynamics)

Mohamed Kaleemuddin Salahuddin 
m.k.salahuddin@student.tue.nl

Daan Schalk
d.r.schalk@student.tue.nl

Technical support

Contact TA’s for technical support

Ask each other

Siep Weiland

Collaboration policy
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Sharing insights, algorithms & code

within teams 

between teams

with the worldwide web

Report transparently on who wrote and did what, 
understand the assumptions and limitation of 
the algorithms that you use 

Find technical support:

• TA’s
• MS Teams forum
• F1tenth forum
• Ubuntu / ROS forums

Outside team     ❌

Sharing report, documentation or presentation

Autonomous racing

Challenges in autonomous racing

How can we make the car race the fastest ?
Does a follow the gap algorithm work better than  … ?
Which algorithm works best for path following?

How can we race and be safe ?
How to control emergency stops on a slippery floor?
Teach the car to anticipate slippery surfaces?

How to race with dynamic obstacles? 

High speed manoeuvres ... ?

5

Keep the challenge moving:
Your results will be used by the next generation of students 
To solve the next challenge



As planned, we divided the project into three phases. A start-up phase in which we help them get started, a challenge 
phased, and finally, a knowledge transfer phase in which they round off the project and deliver their results in a 
reusable fashion.  
 

 
 
The approach differentiated itself from the standard integration project in the following aspects: 
Student-driven 

- Students choose what type of problem they want to solve. They also define their own project plan.   
- Students define their personal learning goals as a refinement of the learning goals of the course. 
- Students can ask for help from one of the domain specialists on vehicle dynamics, machine learning, control, 

and perception 

Mixed groups 
- The students joining this class have backgrounds in AT, EE, and S&C.  
- The S&C students join the project on autonomous driving but do not join the course 5LMF0. They have 

mostly the same learning goals with some differences in the goals wrt soft skills.  S&C students need to 
ensure that their personal learning goals and tasks include enough control-related areas.  

Student responsibility 
- The students are made aware that the next years' students will use their results 
- The students contributed substantially to the evaluation of the course.  

 
Software development 

- The small race cars run on ROS. This is the Robot operating system with which you can code packages in 
Python and C++. Understanding ROS and working with ROS was a substantial part of this project. Software 
development is becoming more and more important for control engineers since control algorithms are 
embedded in larger software packages.  

- We enforced good coding practices by letting them peer review code.  
- We did not oblige the students to simulate and develop algorithms in Python or C++. Instead, they wrote 

most of their simulations in Matlab and only translated the algorithm to Python when they were finished.  

 
 

3. Evaluation 
 
Student evaluations 
The students evaluated the course positively but also gave a lot of points for improvement. You can see this in the 

overall evaluation of the project course 5LMF0: 
 
 
 

Phase 1: Start-up phase
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a. Tutorials to get you familiar with the car

b. Formulate project plan (and start working)

Deliverable
D1. Project proposal

Phase 2: Challenge phase
a. Access the lab to work on your project goal

b. Meet with coaches to discuss the progress

Deliverables
D2. Peer code review
D3. Peer review

Phase 3: Knowledge transfer phase
Final assessment Deliverables 

D4. Code & demonstration
D5. Project report & presentation
D6. Peer review.



We also arranged a meeting on the 15th of July with the students. 5 students out of the 10 students that did the 
course joined this meeting. We had an hour-long discussion on what were the weak points of the CBL project and 
how we could improve it in a way that would preserve the original goal of the CBL project. This included inter alia 
suggestions to improve specific hardware elements, tutorials and to reschedule some deadlines.  
What was very remarkable is the fact that 50% of the student took a day in their holiday to come to the university 
and to help us improve this CBL project. Even after the project, students still showed a high amount of ownership 
and responsibility towards the project. 
 
 
 
Our evaluation 
 

1. How much time & money does it take to maintain complex enough lab setups that offer a real challenge? 
 

It costs a substantial amount of time to build and maintain lab setups and their educational environment 
to such a degree that they can be used for education.   

o The used software needs to be updated regularly: Ubuntu, ROS, Python, and the used packages 
regularly change version, and the cars should be updated to avoid working with unsupported 
software 

o The manuals on the software and hardware of the cars need to be at a very level, substantially 
above the level that is needed for basic research. This also includes having guides and tutorials 
for setting up your own computer and starting to use the lab setup 

o Student work needs to be incorporated in the new software releases of the car to promote new 
challenges and to showcase the impact of student results. Of course, this is limited to successful 
implementations. 

 
We hope the effort can be worth it if the setups are not just used for 1 CBL course, but if 

o Several exactly the same setups are used, a part of which is reserved for the CBL course, and 1 or 
2 are used for longer development cycles of the cars and for research with graduate students  

o The cars are also used for in-depth research projects in MSc graduation projects 
o To support state-of-the-art research in the group. 

 
We are now still focusing on making the software environment better and allowing for a more improved 
CBL project based on the reviews of the pilot course. However, looking at the future, we hope that we can 
use synchronize these teaching efforts with our applied research effort. From our experience, we notice 
that the setup that has been developed for challenge-based learning can directly be given to any MSc 
student or Ph.D. researcher. But the opposite doesn’t hold. Setups only require a short development cycle 
before they can be used for research as a lower standard in documentation and tutorial developments is 
generally well accepted.   
 

2. How much time per student do we need? 

Throughout the course, coaching time is limited to about 1 hour a week per group of 5 students. Aside from 
that, students can need one-to-one teaching on specific topics. This year, all groups arranged one or two 
meetings with Tijs Donkers to discuss vehicle modeling. 
The time investment for this project is especially in the good preparation of the course.  

 
3. Does challenge-based education have a positive effect on the maturity of the graduate students? 

 



Throughout the course, we saw the students grow as a group and individually. We noticed that forcing 
students to speak out their learning goals and to remind them of these personal learning goals was an 
effective manner to coach the students.  
The setup of the course where the code of the students and their results are available to the next groups 
and where we gave them quite some freedom with respect to collaboration really spurred the feeling of 
pride and ownership. Students arranged an intergroup meeting to share experiences and used this to adjust 
their plans. Students also showed up to give very extensive feedback on the project.  

 
4. How to teach control systems as an inter-disciplinary field?  

This year we had a diverse group of students joining the challenge. We asked students to make groups 
maximizing diversity.  

 
5. Student workload versus learning efficiency 

One of the major issues with the course right now is the workload and the limited time that students have 
to get started with the project. In an ideal situation, this CBL project would be spanned over 2 quartiles 
and have more than 5 ECTs. Assigning 10 ECTs purely to the project could be too much, but by combining 
the course with optional modules on vision, vehicle dynamics, … , we could add more content to the 
course, spread out the project, and give students more time to digest the project. This would impose 
difficulties with respect to planning the course.  

 
 

4. Dissemination   
 
Local dissemination actions: 

- Education day Electrical Engineering: A poster was presented to the electrical engineering faculty colleagues 
during the education day.  

- Curriculum committee Electrical engineering: Will Hendrikx and Sofie Haesaert were part of the Electrical 
engineering curriculum committee that is designing the challenge-based aspects of the next BSc curriculum. 
Experience in setting up this project is very valuable for setting up the BSc curriculum.  

- The Dynamics and control group has followed our example a while ago and has also set up a CBL like project 
based on the same type of cars for honor students.  

 
Planned dissemination actions: 

- The results of the pilots will be discussed and published in educational outlets within the control 
engineering community. 

 

5. Future plans 
Due to covid, we got a bit delayed in our plans and have only been able to run the CBL project once. In Q4, 
the project will run for the second time. We plan to evaluate certain aspects of the project after this second 
run. This includes aspects such as the use of knowledge transfer in CBL projects, the use of code 
development, and peer reviews. Additionally, we still need to evaluate the time investment to keep the 
course running after it has been developed fully. Therefore, we are currently working on updating the 
software and hardware environment of the course.  

  
Meanwhile, we are discussing the future of this project beyond this academic year.  

- We are discussing options to integrate the project with the new AIES master.  
- Starting next year, the integration project 5SC26 will incorporate part of the innovative 

educational elements of the 5LMF0 course, such as the requested learning goals.  
- We are looking at revising the S&C curriculum, and we are taking the results of this project 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 
 

Project execution  
This section gives the overall timeline over which the project was executed and the changes 
that were made in the plans.  

1. Implementation phase 
August 2019-April 2021 
a. Build the setup,  
b. Developed software for setups 
c. Developed Gitlab repository for students 
d. Defined project as a pilot course for the EE curriculum of 2020  
e. Submitted and received approval from OC for 20/21 
f. Prepared educational material 

 
Due to Covid-19, the planned trial run of the cars in the integration project could not be 
executed as the integration project had to go fully online. 

 
 

 

2. Experience phase February 2020 – July 2021 
- Started using the setups in an MSc internship project and BEP project.   
- Teaching the course for the first time Q4 2020/2021: “Control Challenges in autonomous racing” 

5LMF0. We have offered the challenge-based project as a course to 2 multidisciplinary groups 
consisting of Systems and Control students, EE students, and Automotive students that are 
specializing in Control Systems. This was offered as a challenge-based course will be a 5ECTs 
elective course for MSc students.   

 

3. Decision making 
- Positive outcome of course in 2020/2021 

- Course will run again in 2021/2022 

- Making plans for future 

4. Work packages 
 
 

6.1.1 WP1 BUILDING THE REQUIRED LABORATORY INFRASTRUCTURE 

6.1.2  
Task 1.1 Building and preparing the F1/10th  cars 
Progress: Two cars are in use. 2 additional cars will be built to enable more students to access to the cars. 
Additionally, some hardware components on the first cars will be improved.   



 
 

 
Task 1.2 Setting up the ROS software framework and basic software for driving on loop/circuit 
Progress: The software for the cars has been fully developed. Also, tutorials have been developed to 
guide students towards being able to let the cars drive in a loop. Further improvements are being 
considered based on the feedback from students that followed our pilot course.  
 
The Robot Operating System (ROS) is often used as middleware for robots. ROS consists of tools and 
libraries developed by the robotics community and offered with an open-source BDS-3 license. Students 
will be allowed to use, develop and adapt packages in ROS to control the F1/10th cars.  
 
Throughout the project, we will maintain open-source ROS libraries for the students to use. Though there is 
already software available for the f1/10th cars, we expect that getting the software to run for the latest 
version of ROS will require quite some work.  To enable semi-autonomous driving, students need to be able 
to experiment with the people driving cars semi-autonomously. For the students, the real people will likely 
be themselves, and the cars will be tiny toy cars. Still, to make this more realistic for experiments, we will 
provide them with access to our motion capture system (task 1.3) and also with a steering wheel setup 
whose measurements can be read out (task 1.4). 
 
Task 1.3 Interfacing with the Motion Capture system 

                Progress: This task has been executed.  
 
The control systems group at electrical engineering systems has recently invested in a new Autonomous 
Motion Control Lab. This lab will combine research with drones, cars, and other autonomously moving 
systems supported by the staff of the control systems group. The new lab includes a top-notch motion 
capture system in which different objects can be tracked in 3D (6DOF) with high precision and high 
bandwidth. By embedding the challenge-based learning Lab in the AML, the students will be connected to 
and get to know the research and the people in the autonomous motion lab and have the opportunity to 
use the professional motion capture infrastructure for realizing their solutions. Thus, without becoming a 
full-time research project, this project will serve to inspire and motivate students by giving them exposure 
to the ongoing research in the control systems group and to the top-notch lab space. 

 
Task 1.4 Build steering-input and camera input for semi-autonomous driving 
Progress:  This task has been executed. The camera input tends to give slow results, and this needs to be 
further evaluated to see whether there is a hardware issue. See 1.5. 
 
In addition to the F1/10th cars, we will enable the use of sensors to measure and use driver behavior. This 
will include a basic steering wheel and camera. For this, a TA will program in Python an interface that 



measures the steering angle. These programming will be made available to students as blocks and tools in 
ROS. Available resources for this include the following thread in ROS, several open-source Linux packages 
for commercial gaming wheels (url) including the available Python-based driver package in Github, and 
the online-available instructions for creating an analog circuit url. 

 
Task 1.5 Evaluate and update laboratory environment 
Progress: This working package is growing with time: 

o Further extension with IMU sensors 
o Improvement required of the brace of the lidar   
o Investigation of the VESC software for the speedcontroller 

 
We have already added safety barriers to the lab environment to avoid expensive crashes. See pictures 
below.  
Based on experiences and possibly new insights the laboratory environment (car’s HW/SW, sensor 
systems) might need small modifications. 

 
 
Task 1.6 Documentation and manuals 
Progress: We have used the software and hardware manuals in the course and are now making updates.   
All software is being updated (Ubuntu 18, ROS Kinetic). This will enable the embedding of ROS SLAM 
methods.  
 

 
See below fragments of the extensive wiki that includes the manual with information that students need 
to solve their challenge on the cars.  

https://answers.ros.org/question/280826/controlling-a-robot-through-a-game-steering-wheel/
https://www.reddit.com/r/linux_gaming/comments/6j7qs5/how_is_steering_wheel_support_in_linux/
https://github.com/her001/tmdrv
https://www.instructables.com/id/Controlling-Robot-Over-Bluetooth-Using-Xbox-Steeri/


 
 
We have also made several tutorials to help students become familiar with the codebase and the car.  
 
All software and hardware components and their system integration will be documented and made 
available as open-source (GitHub).  
Manuals needed for students doing their challenged-based assignment will be made. 
 
 
 

6.1.3 WP2 CHALLENGE-BASED ASSIGNMENTS AS PART OF THE CURRICULUM 
  
Task 2.1 Design challenged-based assignment for a pilot in the Integration project (5SC26)  
Progress:  See also appendix for draft study guide. 

- The course design has been approved by the opleidingscommittee for EE. We have now a 
course code 5MLF0 and will give the course in Q4 of 2020-2021.  

- We are setting up tutorials that students can use to get hands-on experience with the cars early 
on. 

 
This task prepares for offering the first challenged-based assignment to a pilot group of students in the 
Integration project (5SC26), this includes: 

1. Working out possible solutions ourselves (TA with CS-staff) 
2. Deriving the required software components and documentation from the developments in WP1 to 

offer the students a starting point 
3. Prepare introduction and training session 
4. Agree on coaching style with all people involved. 
5. Selecting students 

 
Task 2.2 Supervise first groups in the integration project 
This was infeasible due to COVID. We were able to let 1 BSc project and 1 MSc project run with the 
setups.  
 
Task 2.3 Design challenged-based assignment for Q2, Q3, Q4  Q4 
Progress: See also appendix 
The project has been designed as a new course. This limits the run time to Q4, but it does allow us to give 
the course to more diverse students.  
Similar to task 2.1 but now with possible adjustments based on the evaluation done in T3.1. 
 
Task 2.4 Supervise Q2, Q3, Q4  pilot groups 
Similar to Task 2.2 but now with possible adjustments based on the evaluation done in T3.1. 
 



6.1.4 WP3 EVALUATION & DISSEMINATION ACTIONS 
 
Task 3.1 Evaluate via pilot in integration project for S&C students 
Progress: Due to covid, this task could not be executed. The BSc and MSc projects have been used as an 
informal evaluation.  
In this task, the set of evaluation criteria will be defined as a first step. These criteria will be input to T2.1. 
As a second step, the evaluation of the pilot done by the selected students from the integration project 
(T2.2)  will be done. This will result in points for further improvement in both the educational part and 
possibly the laboratory environment (input to T1.5).   
 
Task 3.2 Evaluate pilot challenge-based assignments Q2, Q3 Q4 for S&C, EE, and AT 
Progress: Expected in Qs 2021  
Done. 
Similar to T3.1 but now for the new pilot groups (T2.3). 
 
Task 3.3 Evaluate project and decide on next steps 
Progress: Still ongoing. See also the main part of the project.  
Final evaluation of the project. 
 
Task 3.4 Disseminate experience 
Progress: See the main part of the report  
Dissemination will take place during, and after the pilot groups in Q2, Q3 and Q4 are working on the 
challenged-based assignment. We will report about this activity on our website and will present our results 
to colleagues at EE education day and other events.   
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